
IMPACT REPORT 2022   SUBJECT: RE

1. KEY  POINTS FROM  SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (SDP)
a) To ensure that teachers are able  to use Otrack to carry our assessment for RE.
b) To embed "pre" and "post" RE learning guides and ensure that it is visible in pupils

books.
c) To ensure implementation of knowledge organisers in pupils’ books.
2. PROGRESS AND IMPACT TO DATE
a) Assessment monitoring is now embedded and teachers are regularly using Otrack

to record assessments .
b) The ‘pre’ and ‘post’ RE assessment is well embedded across the year groups. Pupils'

books show evidence of enjoyment and enrichment.
c) The knowledge organisers help to show clear progress in pupils’ books. There is a good

balance of written work, clearly labelled drawings and photographic evidence. Pupils were
able to use key vocabulary in their labelled drawings and diagrams. There is one
organiser per unit, which provides an overview of key vocabulary, the big question and
key subject knowledge.Teachers refer to this when planning, as it covers the essential
vocabulary and things pupils will be expected to know by the end of the unit.

d) The RE display has been updated and new resources have been added. Staff have been
shown where and how to access the physical RE resources to encourage more use of
them during lessons. Staff and children have enjoyed exploring the resources; they made
comments like, “I always wanted to hold…” or “look more closely at…”, “I didn’t think it
would be so heavy…” and “It has such beautiful artwork…”

e) The Faith in Schools visits continues to be well received by staff and children. The
sessions are very engaging, informative and entertaining. The year 2 children particularly
enjoyed the Easter resources. They had the opportunity to retell the Easter Story with
props, key refrains, roleplay and the use of images.Faith in schools have resumed
physical sessions and each year group have booked their slots with them.

f) Pupils commented that they enjoy their RE lessons; they were able to make links to their
own personal experiences and previous learning and therefore are able to build on their
knowledge and understanding of topics.

g) Children have enjoyed creating artwork for the Newham Places of worship visits
competition.

3. LOOKING AHEAD
a) To continue to visit places of worship now that that they are open for physical visitations.

Visiting places of worship help children to gain enrichment and memorable experiences.

b) To regularly monitor and check to ensure RE resources are relevant, appropriate and in
good working order.

c) To start using the new Newham agreed RE curriculum (which is updated every 4 years-
new  one was released in June 2022). This will form the basis for the new Ofsted
Framework.

d) CPD time in 2022-23 to be spent in  ensuring Intent, Implementation and Impact are
evident throughout the RE curriculum.
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